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Brazil Central Bank Preview: June 2021 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision and release of COPOM Statement: 2230BST / 1730ET, Wednesday 16th June 2021. 

 

 

MNI Point of View 
 

MNI POV: The persistence of rising inflation significantly increases the likelihood of the Copom removing 
their “partial” reference within the guidance for policy normalisation. 
 
At Wednesday’s meeting the Copom are expected to deliver their third consecutive 75bps hike, raising the Selic 
rate to 4.25%. The language of the post-meeting statement will be eagerly eyed to decipher clues relating to the 
likelihood and magnitude of future tightening. We believe the most likely scenario will be for another 75 basis point 
hike to be announced for the August meeting and place a high probability on the Copom enhancing their future 
flexibility by dropping the reference to partial normalisation at this meeting. 
 
IPCA figures showed monthly inflation 
for May at 8.06%, a 25-year high for that 
month and an annual rate above 8% for 
the first time since 2016. Additionally, in 
the latest BCB Focus Survey, 
expectations for annual headline 
inflation were revised higher to 5.82% 
(prior 5.44%) for 2021 and to 3.78% 
(prior 3.70%) for 2022. The gradual 
contamination of 2022 expectations 
provide further evidence of the potential 
de-anchoring of medium-term 
expectations. 
 
Combined in the survey, economists 
now forecast a year-end Selic rate of 
6.25%, a fifty basis points increase on 
the prior prediction of 5.75%. Sell side 
forecasters appear to agree, with the 
majority now expecting a continued 
aggressive, but more prolonged 
tightening cycle in 2021. 
 
 
 
First quarter growth figures surprised to the upside and prompted many analysts to upgrade their 2021 growth 
estimates for the Brazilian economy. Data also showed a 3.8% month-on-month surge in broad retail sales and a 
0.7% month-on-month advance in services for April. On the other hand, the most recent economic activity data for 
April missed estimates and may prompt caution for a substantially weaker Q2 growth report, alongside a continued 
high unemployment rate. Combined with this caution, a significant appreciation of the Brazilian Real (roughly +6% 
since the May meeting) certainly relieves the Copom of some immediate pressures. 
 
Overall, however, we see the developments on the inflation side requiring the most attention and a clear hawkish tilt 
to the guidance in the statement should be expected. 
 

IPCA – Inflation rate and inflation target 
Annual inflation rate and Market expectations 

Source: Brazil Central Bank 
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Markets - Fiscal risks appear to have diminished in the short term, supporting the recent appreciation of the 
Brazilian Real. Further headwinds for BRL have stemmed from the restoration of the carry trade, following the first 
two hikes earlier this year. The bar is set fairly high for the Copom to provide a more hawkish message than 
expected, given analyst’s predictions that are outlined below. However, further signals of continued tightening 
should provide a consolidation of most recent gains and potentially be a catalyst for further appreciation. 
 
USDBRL currently trades just above a very significant support level at 5.0107. The break of this support would 
confirm bearish technical conditions for the pair and may target an initial move to the June 2020 lows around 4.82. 
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Analyst Views (Alphabetical Order):  

 
All 32 analysts surveyed by Bloomberg expect a 75 basis points hike, bringing the Selic Rate to 4.25%. Additionally, 
the majority of analysts believe the monetary policy statement will contain a more hawkish message with a high 
probability attached to a rewording of the message relating to normalisation. 
 
 
Barclays: BCB could hit a hawkish tone 

• The focus will be on the forward-looking components of the statement. 

• The central bank will likely signal another 75bp hike for August and could remove (or at least weaken) the 
reference to a “partial normalization” in response to recent upside surprises in IPCA and increasing inflation 
expectations. 

• The market is already pricing a bit more than two 75bp hikes for the next two meetings, and a dovish BCB 
leaving the door open for a slower pace could weigh on BRL. 

• Growth data has surprised to the upside, reducing market concerns about the fiscal outlook in the near-
term, while the restoration of carry is supporting BRL. 

• They remain constructive in FX and believe a proactive central bank should portend risk premium 
compression in local assets. They remain long USDBRL 1x1 put spreads and remain positioned for a flatter 
curve (long DI Jan 24 vs. short DI Jan 22). 

 
 
Credit Suisse: At this moment – BCB will continue to indicate that partial normalisation of the policy rate 
remains appropriate 

• Central Bank will see better fiscal indicators and currency appreciation as offsetting the deterioration of 
current inflation, inflation expectations, and the faster closing of the output gap. 

• As a result, the Committee is likely to emphasise that risks to its baseline scenario remain in both directions. 

• However, the BCB should emphasize that there is no commitment to the partial normalisation plan, and that 
future steps of monetary policy could be adjusted to assure the fulfilment of the inflation target in 2022 and 
2023. 

• They expect the Copom to maintain the guidance of another 75 bps hike, and its view will likely continue to 
depend on the evolution of economic activity, the balance of risks, and inflation projections and 
expectations. With this guidance, the expected Selic rate for the next meeting will be 5.0%, a rate higher 
than the 4.25% seen before the pandemic. 

• They have raised their IPCA projection for this year to 6.3% and maintain their forecast of 4.5% for the next 
year, with the risk tilted to the upside because of the worsening of the hydrological conditions in the country 
and possible hikes in electricity prices. 

• In their view, the balance of risks for those two years remains unfavourable, and efforts in the fight against 
the de-anchoring of inflation expectations have not yet been sufficient.  

• Inflation is expected to peak at 8.5% in June and to remain at this level until September and at a high level 
until 2Q22. The possibility of inflation expectations for longer maturities increasing well above the target 
calls for more direct wording, reinforcing the strong commitment to the inflation targets in the next few 
years. We maintain our expectation of three more consecutive hikes of 75 bps, pushing the Selic to 6.5% in 
October, with a risk of a higher rate. 

 
 
Goldman Sachs: Expect removal of partial normalisation reference and announcement of another 75 bp 
hike in August 

• They expect the post meeting communique and the forward guidance to signal that additional hikes are 
forthcoming. Additionally, they expect the committee to adjust the forward guidance by eliminating the 
reference to partial policy normalization. 

• Given the intense and disseminating inflationary pressures, rising inflation expectations, and stronger than 
expected real activity figures they expect the Copom to signal another hike of the same magnitude (75bp) at 
the Aug 4 meeting. 
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• Overall, the inflation pressures, still intense cost-push pressures, more resilient than expected performance 
of the economy, and added fiscal stimulus, are likely to lead the central bank to continue to normalize 
monetary policy and possibly to frontload and accelerate the path towards policy neutrality (though the 
recent BRL appreciation gives the monetary authority a bit more near-term wiggle room). 

 
 
Itaú: Copom to raise Selic by 75 bps, remove reference to partial normalization, and signal a hike of the 
same magnitude in August 

• The Copom will meet again on June 15 and 16. We anticipate that the committee’s inflation forecasts in the 
baseline scenario (which considers the exchange rate according to purchasing power parity and the interest 
rate according to the Focus survey) will increase to 5.5% from 5.1% in 2021, and to 3.6% from 3.4% in 
2022.] 

• They believe that the Copom will eliminate the reference to a “partial” normalisation of the degree of 
monetary stimulus, given the context of inflation still under intense pressure and significant economic 
recovery, which narrows the output gap and implies less disinflationary pressure in the future.  

• However, the discussion will have a new element: recent currency appreciation, which, all else constant, 
reduces the need for further rate increases. 

• Overall, they expect the committee to signal another 75bp-hike in August. Importantly, such signalling 
should contribute to consolidate the recent trend of strengthening of the BRL, which is the main disinflation 
mechanism available in the short term. 

 
 
JPMorgan: Expect a more hawkish message, in response to a further deterioration in the inflation outlook 

• Even though in recent communications BCB board members repeated the message of partial normalisation, 
they believe that the authorities are further downplaying this guidance by saying that the only commitment is 
to doing whatever it takes to achieve the inflation target. 

• They expect a removal of the signal of partial normalization, increasing the central bank’s freedom to act 
and also reinforcing the commitment to bringing inflation back to the target over the relevant horizon for 
monetary policy given risks of de-anchoring medium-term inflation expectations. 

• They also expect the statement to signal another 75bp hike for the August meeting. 

• If there is a significant shift in 2022 inflation expectations, they cannot rule out the possibility that the BCB 
further frontloads tightening and increases the SELIC rate by 100bp this week, however, this is not our 
base-case scenario. 

• Stick with their call for three more 75bp hikes, followed by two 50bp hikes, leaving the SELIC rate at 6.5% 
at the end of 2022, but acknowledge that risks are biased to the upside. 

 
 
SocGen: See year-end Selic rate at 5.50% with upside risks 

• More recently, there are signs of inflationary pressure turning broad-based and not as transitory as it 
appeared before. 

• Growth numbers have continued to surprise to the upside this year. This could lead the central bank to 
tighten more than we had expected earlier despite a substantial slack in product and labour markets. 

• There is a high possibility of the central bank tightening by 75bp in each of the next two meetings (June and 
August) followed by another 50bp hike in September. They now expect the policy rate to reach 5.5% this 
year followed by a 100bp hike in 2022. The possibility of additional tightening being brought forward from 
2022 to 4Q21 is substantial. 

• That said, we are reasonably assured about the low medium-term inflation and relatively moderate 
tightening beyond the next few quarters despite the fiscal pressure and the possible tightening of global 
financial conditions.  

• Since the output gap has widened further over the past year and the labour market has also weakened, the 
BCB is expected to remain a lot more accommodative (than in 2019) over the next several quarters (if not a 
few years) provided the inflation outlook isn’t too worrisome. 

 
 


